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Personal View

"What do you think, doctor?"
How many times have I been asked this question not-I

hasten to add-in just an individual professional capacity but
at the Women's Institute or village college where the question
is most loaded with interest. What the questioner so often
means is what do I think about the topic in question as a
doctor, the implication being that the profession as a whole
has a common attitude to the social problem of the moment.
(Did we as a profession give evidence to the Roskill Com-
mission?) How disenchanted my ladies would be if they knew
our diversity in attitude and opinion on almost everything.
What authority my own answer would lose.

In my short eleven years in rural general practice I have
sat on "brains trusts" at the local school; opened a public
debate on fluoridation, backed by the local dentist; talked for
far too long on contraception at the mothers and toddlers club
(after this talk I was given the most imaginative gift I have ever
received); and argued openly on religion at the village liberal
arts club. Generally speaking, I have enjoyed every minute
of it. It is particularly illuminating to attend incognito when
an outside speaker is tackling a thorny subject. The roundest
condemnation of doctors I have ever heard came from a
sociology lecturer quite recently, as I sat embarrassed in the
front row of the audience

* * *

The question that recently made me think so hard was
on our attitude to conservation-this past year's special
interest. I do not think the questioner meant, What do the
medical profession feel concerning the conservation of natural
resources or the population explosion? What was required
was an answer on the more subtle problem of the importance
to man of our immediate rural environment; the woods and
fields; the meadows; the birds; the squirrels and rabbits; the
streams and their fish. What, after all, is the biological sig-
nificance to man of the robin, the chaffinch, or birds of prey?
My struggle to find an answer does not concern itself with

their ecological significance in relation to human nutrition and
husbandry. We would eat as well without the robin. But how
much poorer would we be aesthetically without them? One
has to admit many people would not notice the difference.
But for my part my mind goes back to summer days on the

Blackwater. The river turbulent in the shallows, more sedate
under the steeply cut meadow banks. How many times have
I fished in the deep from the solitude of the shallows, my
only company being the river life itself; a busy coot with its
young; .chaffinches on every overhanging bough, discreetly
going to and from their own fledglings. Down river a heron
has often shared my intentions, but fDr different reasons, while
on favoured occasions a dart of bright colours is recognized
as the elusive lkngfisher. After some hours of peaceful, un-
skilful fishing I know that whatever else the river holds there

can be no salmon. My reflective daydreams are then tem-
porarily shattered by a salmon almost leaping over my back.
Clear of the water it goes-out of and back into the pool
where my spinner has steadily been dropping for the last two
hours. I am a thoroughly bad fisherman, but there are times
when I am not sorry.
To be able to return to the tranquillity of the Southern

Irish river bank, where as far as I know no one else ever
seems to go, is one of the comforting thoughts of winter.
Why to some this should mean so much but to others so
little is a mystery. But like music the love of nature reflects
the emotional and aesthetic needs of the individual. But so
often the needs are not appreciated or at least not fulfilled,
and so we have an unsatisfied emotional appetite due to en-
vironmental deprivation, which contributes to, in the words
of one eminent conservationist, our "degenerate and self-
disgusted, materialist, power-drunk and sex-crazed civilisa-
tion."
We are at the beginning of an era of intensive study of

the emotional adaptation of man to his environment. In large
areas of the world his physical needs are met. As the group
study of man and his environmental health is pursued
governmental obsession with state economic growth will wane.
It will become clear from field and factory that emotional
satisfaction is as important as material reward. As man's
scientific evolution has destroyed his allegiance to the spiritual
or supernatural he will need emotional allegiance to some
alternative dear to him. Something which is not provided by
present-day urban society. It is difficult to owe allegiance to
that which is ugly. It is easier to be in emotional harmony to
that which is beautiful.

* * *

Perhaps it is all a question of poetry. Some need it more
than others. But it appears that we all need a little of it
much more than we realized. Undoubtedly our profession,
which must be well aware of this, has a duty as a group to
pass the message continually to the materialistic, economy-
minded, successive governments and their agencies. This
demands knowledge on our part. I do not know what study
groups exist on environmental health. They will certainly
verify that particular communities are less materialistic,
power-drunk, drug-dependent, and sex-crazed than others.
It is a challenging matter to ascertain why. When we have
begun to understand what aesthetic nutrition the growing and
developing human individual needs in order to be happily
adapted to one of the choice of environments available as an
adult, then life within our society may be more rewarding.
And that-as we look around us today-would be something.

M. D. COULTER
Sandy, Beds. General Practitioner
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